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THE POETIC EDDA AND THE APPOSITIVE STYLE 

The title of this paper, as many will recognize, is adapted from that of 

Fred G, Robinson's recent book, Beowulf and the appusitive atyle (1985), Ay 

‘the appositive style‘, as he explains in his opening paragraph, Rabingon 

means what has traditionally been called 'variation’ by studenta of Germanic 

poetry, Hig fresh approsch to variation, as Í hope to show here, ie of valus 

in helping to identify end describe examples of this phenomenon in eddic poetry, 

to which his book makes only occasional reference, I myself prefer, and will 

use here, the traditional term 'variation', which I shall begin by defining in 
what I would claim are my own terma, even though, aa Í shall freely acknowledge 

below, my definition is to a large extent influenced by the observations of 

previous writers on variation, including Robinson, 

. Variation may be defined ee the use in poetry of two or more equivelent 

expressions, the second end any subsequent onea of which could be omitted with 

out detriment to the syntax of the peeeage in which they occur, end af which 

only one (not neceseerily the first one) is essential to the mesning of that 

passage. This definition may be supported by twa passages from eddic poetry, 

both listed by Paetzel aa examples of veristians“ one from Vglosp& and the 

other from the verses spoken by the trgmaðr (wooden man!) iri the Finsl chapter 

of Ragnars segs, in the Vglogn§ passage (str. 19): 

Aso velt ec atande, heitir Yggdrmetll, 
hf beðnr,. suginn hvítamuri; 

(I know that an aeh tres named Yggdrasill stands, a tell tree 
sprinkled with white mud) . 

the two equivalent expressions are, of course, Asc and hér baður. These ere in 

the accusative and the nominative respectively, and together provide an exemple 

of en expression clearly weed in one of the oblique cases receiving a parallel 

in the nominetive = a type of veriation to which Cempbell drew attention in 

the context of Old English poetry.* In the present Old Noree exemple, the 

second expression, hér baður, could be omitted udthout detriment to the syntax 

of the passage as a whole; the past participle susinn, being in form either 

gcousetive or nominative, could in such an event be taken as referring to 

either Aso or to Yggdrasill. It would not however be possible to omit Asc 
itself without upsetting the syntax af the passage, since the accusative and 
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infinitive construction Operating in the sentence as á whole requires en 

accusative subject for the infinitive standa, such as here only Asc provides, 

Once this point has been made, it may be edmitted thet there are many cases of 

variation in Old Norse poetry in which it would he possible to omit the First 

rather than any subsequent equivalent expression without seriously disturbing 

the eurzaunding syntax Cand my next example will, incidentally, be one such 

case) 5” but the present example is the exception which proves the rule that, 

as far as syntax is concerned, the first equivalent expression is not always 

expendable, All cases sre, I believe, covered by the definition as 1t stands, 

So far, my discussion of the definition has been concerned more with ayntex 

than with meening (thaugh 1t ia, in fact, meaning rather than syntax that * ' 

enables one to recognize hér baðmr as equivalent ta Asc); the next example will 

bring the element of meaning more to the fore, In this passage, which Í shall 

quote from the edition from which Paetzel quotes 1t (even though, as Í shall 

ahow below, Í do not regard ite text as wholly accurate), the trémaðr says: 

Bk-bví settumk svarðnerðlingar ¢ ' 
suðr hið salti, synir Loðbrókar; 

(So 'sverðmerðlingar!, sona of Laðbrók, set me up in the south by 
the sea), 

Here the two relevant expressions ere gvarðmerðlingar (whatever that may mean) 

and synir Lodbefker, Svarðmerðlingar is a hansx legomenon end, to a modern 

reader st least, highly obscure; and it is by nd means certain that the word 

would have been immediately comprehensible to its earliest hearers or readers, 

even if they were able to identify the elements of which it is compounded, I 

shell investigate this term in some detail below, where I shall also suggest 

that the reading Loðbróker 1s not wholly accurate, though (to anticipate some- 

what) I shall continue to treat the latter term as a proper naun in the 

genitive, as here, Whatever the original form or meaning of Laðbrákar itself, 

there seems to be a case for saying that the expression synir Loðbrókar 

would have been more conprehensible to contemporaries then the difficult word 

svarðmerðlingar, to which it clearly forms an equivalents however obscure 

the LoSbréker element was ta contemporeries, the ward synir would surely have 
been enough to indicate thet reference was here being made to the human 

(or conceivably divine) beings who hed set up the trémaðr. I shall in fact 

confirm below what I hope ts already beginning to emerge from my remarks; 

thet in this example of variation the second expression hes a clearer and more 

specific meaning then the first, and that, with reqard to the meaning of the 

pássage as a whole, it would be safer to dispense with the first expression 

than with the second, In this case of variation, then (to recall my original 

definition), only ane af the two equivalent expressions, and in all probability 

the second rather than the first, is essential to the meaning of the passage.
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This is not, I suspect, á definition with which Robinson would be entirely 

heppy, as it is part of his argument that in many cases of veristion the 

equivalent expreasions relate to each other in such a way as te generate amb- 

iguities and encourage multiple interpretations he might well object ta a 

definition that allowa for the theoretical omisaion of such expressians, In 

reply to such an objection I can only emphasize that the omission envisaged 

ia purely theoretical, end maintain thet it is useful ee en initial meme of 

analysing eaoh possible neee of variation, As regerds this espect of my 

definition I em, I admit, influenced hy Psetzel, who regards as essential to 

verietion the ‘semantic and syntactic dispensability’ (1, begriffliche, 

2, syntektieche Enthehrlichkeit)” of the second end any subsequent expression 

tn each case, That Peetzel is referring to the second and subsequent express- 

ions rather than the first - et least as far as meening is concerned - is 
clear from his contention thet the variation consists in 's concept, slresdy 

sufficiently cherecterized for understanding’ (my itelics),"being brought to 

the ettention of the listener or Teeder once again, often’ he adde, ‘with 

interruption of the syntactic sontext 8 (since thia last point is not an 

obligatory feature of variation - as the word ‘often! confirms - Í have not 
referred to it in my definition, though it is in fect illustrated in the tuo 
examples I have so far givens and it is worth mentioning if only in support of 

the term ‘varietion’ as oppoaed to ‘apposition’, since the latter might be 

thought ta involve immediate juxteposition in the context of Germanic poetry,” 

an objection which Robineon, though equipped to do eo, 20 dogs not quite moet), 

Ga the other hand, I have been influenced by Rabingon himself in the modif~ 

ication I have made to Paetzel’s definition in maintaining thet it is not 

necessarily the first equivalent expression that is essential to the meaning 

of the passage in which the variation oceurs, Here Í em teking account of 

Robinson's valuable emphasis on the frequent tendency of variation to clarify 

end specify" ta which I shall return below, 
Z shall first discuss four of Robineen!s Old English exemples, pertly 

beomuse I heve found them of particuler interest and partly in order to 111- 

ustrate his methods, I shell then investigete five pesssgee of eddic poetry 

in an attempt to show that Robinson's relatively flexible approach to varia- 

tion mey help ta identify á number of Old Norse examples that Paetzel did not 

admit as such, Finally, I shall return to the second exemple I have sa fer 

given, the passage spoken by the trémadr, , 

Since, ap I have already indicated, Robinsan often stresses the inter- 

relationship of the equivalent expreasions thet constitutes = cease of veriation, 

it le perhaps surprising thet he does not make more of the rhetorical device 

known as chissmug: the reversal in the second expression of the order followed 

in the first, The.nearest he comes ta mentioning chiasmus, as far as Í cen
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diecaver, is when he identifies the word feorhbealo, meaning literally 'Life= 

bale! (1,e, deadly evil), in Beowulf 2250 as 's precise chiastic equivalent}? 
of guðdeað ('bettle-desth') in line 2249; here the. criss-cross presentation 

of the life/death contrast and the bale/battle comparison is indeed chiaatic, 

Hia reluctance to press the point in this case, st isast, may be due to the 

Fact that chiasmus does not tell the whole truth about this particular exemple 

of veristion, aa emerges when one quotes the passage in which it occurs 
(uhich Rabinaan, rather uncharacteristinally, does not do): 

guðdeað Fornem, 
feorhbealo frecne fyra gehuylone 
leoda minral3 ~ 

Chattle-death, fearful life-bale, carried off every single one of 
my people") 

Taken together aut af context (as Robinson presente them), guðdeað and feorh- 

bealo might seem ta constitute an example of what Campbell calle the balanced 

perellel, in which "an element generally double is repeated by one ayntectice 

ally equivalent end of approximately equal bulk, When they ere seen in 

context, however (as here), it emerges that the second expression, fegrhbeslu, 

is expanded by the addition of the adjective Freene, meaning ‘fearful’; it 

might thus be taken as an exemple of whet Campbell calls the expended parallel 

(an expansion of a preceding word ar phrase) or, less probebly, of whet may be 

identified among Campbell's types as the partial parallel, in which "only part 

af an expression’ (in this case only the quédead pert of the expression 

guðdeað fornem) is perelleled (here by the word feorhbeala) and "something new! 

(i.e, the adjective freene) added "ta replace what 19 omitted’! (i.e, the 
verb farnam). Although Robinson does not discuss the various possibilities 

in this particular case, it is characteristic af his method in general that 

he allows such possibilities to emerge, and his tendency is to encourage a 

recognition that in many of Bequulf's examples af variation more than one form 

of parallelism is at work, In drawing attention, as he hag done here, to the 

chisstic equivalence of quédead and feorhbeals, he has indeed also drawn att 

ention ta the fact that when the passage in which they ancur is heard (rather 

than seen on the page), the variation seems to involve, First, = (chiastic) 

belenced pareallel,and secondly, either an expanded or a partial parallel, or 

both, There is thus a possible total af three typea of parallel invalved, all 

of which were perhaps meant to be sporehended, 

The second exemple of Rabinson's I should like to discuss involves the 

Words gordsele „.. hiew under hrussn in the following passage (Bequulf 2409~ 

12): 

He afer willan giong 

to tes ðe he eorðssla anne wisse, 
hlew under hrusan holmuyime neh, 
ySgewinne;
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(Against hie will, he want to the point where he knew of a certain 

Berth-hall, = cave beneath the earth, close to the ssa-surge, the 
weve-strife) 

In this passage, it may incidentelly be noted, the words holmyylme end 

yðgeuinne constitute an exemple of a (non-=chiastic) balanced parallel, With 

regard to the variation of eordsele by hlew under hrusan, Robinson points out, 

first, that each of the tuo nouns in the latter expression calls sttention to 

one of the component elemante in the former Che cauld have added thet they do 

so chiestioally, with hrugen corresponding to sord= end hlæ to -sele); end 

secondly, thet the expression hlæ under hrussn has a specifying effect, 
meking it clear that sorðsele means 'chamber beneath the earth! rather than 

‘chamber made of earth!" (though no doubt both meanings are meant to be spp- 
rehended), What particularly interests me about thia exemple ts that it 

closely resembles the type of veriation thet Campbell identifies as "a compound 

word „,. perelleled by e two-word phrases !27 the one example he gives is 

from Beowulf 16-17: Liffres, / wildres Wesldend ('Life-lord, glory's ruler"), 

where there ia, ea will be evident, a sementic correspondence between each of 

the two elements in the first expression end one of the tuo words in the second, 

This correspondence is not chiastie, end chiastic examples of this type af 

parallel are in fact rare in Beowlf, though there is one, at least, at lines 

1260-61: wetereqesan „.., cealde streamas ('water-terror „,., cold streams’), 

The question arises, then, as to whether Cempbell's definition of the type Cand 

pertioulerly ite Miuceword phreee! requirement) should be modified in euch a 

way as to eccommodate the exemple of Robinson's now under discussion, or wheth- 

er the latter ís better regarded as another case (this time chisstic) of an 
expanded parallel, Here again Robinson's approach draws attention ta differ- 

ent possible ways of reading or hearing passages of Beowulf, end to the danger 
of being bound by over-rigid definitions, 

The third example of Rabinsen's I should like to consider consists simply of 

tha tuo half-linsa 1972b end 1973e: wigendre hlag,/linggasteslle ('warriors' 

protector, shieldecompenion'), Here the ohlestic reletionship betusen the two 

expressions (which Robinson does not acknowledge in so many words) ensures 

thet hleo is understood in its original sense af Ishelter', torctector', and 

not Just as "lord's; and that lindgestealla comes across as meaning ‘shielding 

or protective warrior! rather then simply ‘shield-beering warrior’, As 

Robinson puts it, "the semantically analogous elements leo and lind= re- 

inforce each other, 18 IF this argument ia accepted, then the exemple shows 

Cempbeil's variation type, "compound word ,., paralleled by = twoeword phrase,’ 

apermting in reverse, á process of which I was able to offer only a rather 
uncertain example from Beowulf when I lest wrote on this subject in aga1_)? 

Now, thanks to Robinson's sengltive discussion, I believe I have found a 

clearer (albeit chiestic) example,
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These three examples have all involved compound words, a subject on which, 

in the context af variation, Robinson's remarks ere particularly illuminating; 

they have also all involved chiessmus, of which Robinson in fact Teveals a num 

ber af instances, though he hardly ever mentions the concept by name, The 

second and third exemples, moreover, illustrate the specifying function noted 

by Robinson as a frequent tendency af variations the former in showing how 

the second equivalent expression may clarify the first, and the Latter in 

showing how the first and second expressions may have a mutually clarifying 

effect, Befare looking st some Old Norse examples, I should like briefly to 

discuss one mare example af Robinson's, which involves neither compounds nor 

chiasmus, but may have a specifying tendency, and if so, will serve to illus- 

trate yet another way in which variation seems to encourage multiple inter- 

pretation, This is Beowulf 2955b, 2956a: hord forstandan,/bearn and bryde 

(‘to defend Chie} treasure, [his] children and bride’), The word hord ('trea- 

suret) is perhaps being used figuratively here, Robinson argues,: in which case 

bearn ond bryde ie an exemple of clarifying variation, specifying the ‘treasure! 

in question, If it is being used literally, on the other hand, then hord ... 

beern ond bryde are an exemple of enumeration rather than variation, since in 

this reading (or hearing) the two equivalent exoreselons Chord on the one hand, 

and bearn ond bryde on the other) do not have the seme referent, Both readings 

are pogeible, Robinson claims, and both, he seems to imply,were meant to be 

acknowledged by the audience af the pos:,20 

My fírst Did Norse example is one to which Robinson himself indirectly draws 

attention, with his discussion of the ritual of swearing by the bragarfull, 

or ‘oath cup',?) to which referente ia made in, among other places, Helganviða 
Higrvarð2sonar, preserved in the Codex Regius, Here, after a prose passage has 

explained how, under the evil influence of a aorceress, Helgi's elder half- 

brother Heðinn vowed at bragarfulli to woo Helgi's wife Sváva, the valkyrie 

daughter of King Eylimi, Heðinn canfeesea to Helgi what he has done (str,32): 

'Mic hefir, mycla glepr meiri sétten, 
eo hefi kerna ina kenungborns, 
brúði þína, at bragarfull1,! 

('A muph greater crime has afflicted me; I have chosen the rayelly~ 
born maiden, your bride, by @ drink fram an oathecup!) 

The relevent expressions here are, of course, ina konungbarng and bruði þína. 

Pætzel does not list these aa an example of variation, preeumably because he 

regards them sa a clear-cut case of what he calle ‘explanatory apposition’ 

(erklörender Apposition); he does not even include them in his List of cases 

representing the borderline between explanatory apposition snd variation, “2 

In the terms af the present discussion, hawever, they surely constitute a sim- 

ple and obvious example of specifying or clarifying variation, While it should 

be recognized that the syntactic parallelism between the two expressions is not
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absolute + the first consists of the article followed by a past participle 

Used substentivally, end the second of a substantive followed by a possessive 
adjective - it may be noted that the placing af the substantival element 

second and first in the first and second expressions respectively suggests a 

chiastic arrangement, even though chiaemus is not a particularly striking 
feature af this example, 

My next exemple, s more complicated one, is intended to iliuetrete 8 poss- 

ible variety of reaponee of the eeme kind es is íllustrated by a number of 

Robineon's Old English examples, Jt is from Grímnlsmbl, str. 17, which may be 

quoted from Neckel's edition as follaus: 

Hrísi vex oc há grasi 
Víðars land, viði; 

This, as printed hy Neckel, presumably means: 'VÍðarr!s land is overgrown with 

brushwood and tall grasss with a forest," In this interpretation, the word 

viði 1s seen to parallel the expression Hrfsl ams OG. há gregi end to provide 

an exemple of whet in Cempbell'e terma would be called a summarizing perellel, 

a compression af a preceding word or phrase snd the exact opposite af the ex- 

panded parallel, discussed ahave,“" In Bugge's edition, on the other hand, 
the word Viði is printed with a capital V and presented as the name of Víðarr!s 

lend; whereas Neckel tekees this word as a strong masculine common nam (viðr) 

in the dative, dugge tekes it ag 8 strong neuter proper noun (Vidi) in the 

nominative 24 In Bugge's text, then, while it-de.the last word in-the quoted 

Pasesge thet constitutes the ascond expreasion in the variation, mg in Neckel's, 

it is Víðars lend (rether then Hrfai ... op há grasi) thet constitutes the 
first, and it 4s the specifying rather then the sumerizing type of variation 
thet is involved (it may bé noted at this point that Paetzel, who was using 

Bugge's edition, does not include the relevant expressions among his examples, 

presumably because, once again, he takes them as a clear-cut instance of Ex- 

plenatory sppoaitions or possibly beceuee he was auere of the alternative 

reading that Neckel's text reflects, and regerded the cese es too dosbtful 

generally to merit inclusion), IF viði in this instence was originally meant 

to be taken as á common noun in the dative, it is by no means impossible that 

it could have been read or heard in medieval times as á proper noun in the 

nominative; sceording to Roberta Frenk, at least, no lesa a student of Old 

Norse poetry than Snorri Sturluson was capable of this kind of misinterpre- 

tetion,27 Ip, on the other hand, 1t was originally intended as a proper noun 

in the nominative, the neme in question, which seems to occur in poetry only 

here sen hardly have beea so widely knaum that it would not have been possible 

#0 confuse it with the dative form of the common noun viðr, It may in fact 

be argued that both interpretations of viði, and consequently two different 

types of variation (the summarising end the specifying) were simultaneously
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possible, and are present in this passage, 

My next three examples, which I shall of course claim are cases of variation, 

are all arguably cases of enumeration zsther than varistion, and for this reason 

(I suspect) not included amang Paetzel's examples of the letter, or even 

mong his borderline cases, First I would quote the following passage from 

Rígsþula (str. 38): 

Auð nam svipta, gllom veita 
meiðmar ac mgsma, mara svangriflas 
hringum hreytti, híð sundr beug. 

(He proceeded to distribute wealth, to grant ts everybady jewele 

and treasures, slender-ribbed steeds; he threw away rings, broke 

asunder [many] a ring) 

The essentiel subject-matter of these lines ie the noble generosity of larl, 

the son born to Móðir as á result af RÍgr's vieit to the ahode of MG3ir and 

Faðir, and it is tempting to ask whether the last line of the quotation const= 

ítuteg the second expression in 8 variation af which the first tuo lines congt= 

itute the firsts; and it is also noteworthy thet the second half-line (gllom 

veita) end the immediately following line together provide a clear example of 

an expanded peraliel when seen in relation to. the expresaion Auð „,, scipta, 

Here, however, I shall concentrate solely an the question of whether the two 

halves of the last line together constitute an exemple of variation, Paetzel's 

reasons for not including them as such presumably have to do with the posalbil- 

ity of a difference in meaning between hringr ‘and baugr (each of which can mean 

either 'finger-ring' or 'ermlet!) = a possibility perhaps strengthened here by 

their use in the plural and singular respectively; and with the difference in 
meaning between hreyta ("to throu away, dissipate’) and hgggva sundr ("to bresk 

apart’), I would arque thet, 1f the essential meaning of the passage, the 

noble generosity of Ierl, is kept in mind, these differences become unimportant; 

thet the singular form haug ís here being used in 8 distributive sense, as my 

trenelation has slready suggested; and that, in the context, there is little 

ar no difference between the kinds of ring referred to, ar between throwing 

them avay and breaking them up, In short, Í regard the line as = perfectly 

legitimate exemple of variation, and I would compare it with the one quoted 

sbove from Helgeqvide Higrvarðzsanar in painting out that, although the ayn- 
tentio parallelism between its tuo constituent expressions Ís not total, the 

placing of the verb in each of them tenda to give it chiastic form, 

The next exemple for which I should like to argue is from Húrbarðz1i5ð, 

str, 18, where Hérherðr, in reply to Pirr'’s question, "How cid your women be- 

have towards you?! says: 

'Spercer f&ttc vér konar, ef oss at spynam yrði, 
horscar átta vér konar, ef ces hollar væri; ... 

(We had Lively women, if they turned into wise ones for us; we hed 
clever women, if they were well-disposed towards ue’) .-
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There is spparently some doubt as to whether the adjective spar, which can 

mean "gentie', ‘compliont', as well as ‘wise’, and is here used substentivelly 

in the dative plural, is in Pact being used in the meaning twise’ in this con 

text; both Finnur J8nasan? and Hans Kuhn, while giving 'uise' ag its prim- 

ery meaning, suggest that here it should be interpreted as ‘compliant! = Á 

suggestion presumably influenced hy the presence of the adjective hollar, 

meaning 'uell-disposed', in the corresponding pert of the following line, I 

sea no reason to seaume Á semantic perellelien between the adjectives used in 

the second helves of the two Linea quoted; there is no such parelleliem bet- 

ween sparcar (!Lively!) and horscar (‘clever'), the adjectives used in the 

first halves, Bearing in mind the well-established meaning of ‘wise’ For spar, 

I would suggest thet, if there is = semantic parallelism between the two lines 

as regards their use of adjectives, it works chiastinally, with horscear 

('clever ') corresponding to snpoom (wise ones") end holler ("gentle', com- 

plient*) corresponding Cedmittedly less closely) to gnercer ('unruly', 'ively'), 

At this point it may be noted that later in the etrophe H&rberér makes it clear 

that the women he is talking about are seven sisters, with all of whom he cla- 

ime to have slept, Paetzel's objection ta accepting the tuo lines quoted as an 

example of variation may well be that he sees them as dealing respectively with 

tuo different groups of women - the primarily lively ones mentioned in the first 

line, and the primarily clever ones referred to in the second, I would suggest, 

on the Gantrary, thet Hérbarðr ia st thie stage simply boasting in general 

terma about the woman he hes hed, end ie not making distinctions between sub= 

groups emong the seven he ister specifies, I would further suggest that the 

syntactic parallelism between the two lines, and the chiastic relationship bet- 

ween them for which I have argued, imply similarities rather than differences 

@mong the women referred to, If these arguments ere accepted, then these lines 

may, Í submit, be added to Peetzel's list of examples of Old Norse variation, 

Finally (hefore returning to the tr&me$r), I should like to discuss enother 

passage from VglognÉ, thie time from atr, 45: . 

Bræðr muna berlaz oc at bynom verðaz, 
muna systrungar sifiom spilla; 

C'Brathers will fight against and slay each others cousins will 

destray ties of kinship!) 

Peetzel's reasons for not sdmitting this passage as an example of variation 

presumably include his recagnition that brothers and cousins are not the same 

thing, end the possibility thet sifiom spilla meens "to commit incest"; in 

thie view the tuo lines would be referring to different groups of people and 

to different actions, With regerd to the meaning of sifiom spilla, Nordal has 

argued against the meaning ‘to commit incest’ in this context, to my mind con- 

vincingly; it refers here, he claims, 'to enmity between near relations and in= 

lews, 23 The difference between brothers and cousins cannot of course be den-
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leds byt 15 Becomes unimportant in the present context when it is recognized 

that the essential meaning of the passage is 'kin will rise against kint; one 

ce this is recognized, it must surely sleg be acknowledged that the second line 

adds very little to the basic meaning of the first, and is simply expressing 
the same idea in a rather different way, In other words, it is an example of 

veriation, 

These five Old Norse examples have together illustrated a number of aspects 

of variation that came up earlier in the discussion of Robingop's Old English 

examples: the coincidence af specification on the one hand, and chiasmus on 

the other, with some cases af variations the occasional tendency of variation 

to manifest iteelf simultaneously (or nearly so) in different forms; and the 

not slueys clear distinction between variation end enumeration, Compound words, 

however, which were prominent among the Old English examples, have not been að 

as yet among the Old Norge snes, and it is partly for this reason, and partly 

because Í have á epeciel interest in it, that I should like to return, in 
conclusian, ta the pasaage spoken by the trémaðr in Ragnars saga, and quoted 

earlier, 

The stropbg in which this passage occurs (numbered 39 in Oleen's edition of 

Ragnare saga“ ) is the second in a sequence of three strophes (numbered 38- 
40 by Olsen) spoken by a tránaðr in the final chapter of the Y redaction of 
Ragnars saga (preserved in Ny kol, sami, 1824b 4to}, Aa Í hope to show in 
more detail elseuhere „> there ere reasons for thinking that, while the second 

and third strophes (nos, 39 and 40) belonged. together from the beginning, they 
ware originally independent of (a) the firet straphe (no. 38), which, unlike 
them, also occurs in Halfs saga ok Halfsrekka; and (b) the Ragnarr ladbrak 
tradition, i.e, the tradition according to which Ragnarr and Loðbrák were the 
seme person, of uhleh Ari Porgilsson's Íslendingabók (0,1122-33) iw the earl- 
iest known witness, and which is mainly represented by Krákumál, Hank IX of 
Sexo's Gesta Danarum, Ragnarssona pattr, and the X and Y redactions of Ragnars 

sega (the former of which, preserved Pragmentarily in AM 147 4to, is edited to- 

gether with the Y redaction’ by Olsen), In interpreting the second and third 

strophea it 1s thus very important not ta let oneself be distracted or in~ 

fluenced either by the first strophé or hy the Ragnarr LoSbrék tradition, at 
least in the firet instance; though it should not’ of course be forgotten thet 

the inclusion of thess two strophes in one af the redactions of Ragnars sage 

was presumably due to a sense af their not total inappropriateness in that 
context, Here I shall concentrate on the secand of the three atrophes, and -in 

perticular an the pert of it already quoted (eee p, 2 shave), 
As indicated above, the problematic worde here are sværðmerðlingar end 

Laðbrókar, which Í shall discuss in the order in which they aceur in the strop- 
he iteelfs and until I come to discuss the second of them I shall follow 

previous commentators in assuming that Lodbrékar is the correct reading, As 

for svarðmerðlinnar, Dlsen say this as a masculine plursl triple compound, 
made up af elements formed, respectively, from svgrðr, m, (‘akin with the 
hair on','{bacon-Jrind"); mprör, m, ('(pine-Jmarten'); and the diminutive 
suffix -lingr, m, He took svarðmyrðr ('rind-marten') as a metephor for 
'nig', "boar", and sværðmerðlingar as meaning 'piglets', justifying this inter~ 
pretation by recalling Ragnarr lodbrék's Pemous reference to his sons as he 

dies in the snake-pit: "the porkera would grunt if they knew the fate of the 

boer,"32 Not only is this ingenious intergretation extremely far-fetcheds 
it also relies too heavily on the Ragnarr loðbrók tradition in assuming that 
the Lodbr6k here referred to ie identical with Ragnarr laðbrðk, The seme 
aseumption was made by Gutenbrunner, who secepted Olsen's explanation of the
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word's individual elements, but took sverðngrðr as @ personel name deriving 

from the habit emong sellore of wearing furry pelts, including meyten=skins; 

he saw 1t as an appropriate name for a Viking or sea-king, such as Ragnarr 

laðbrók, and referred to the trémaér's mention of another sea-king in the first 
of his three strophea,23 This interpretation relies a little too heavily an 
that strophe, however, as well as on the Ragnarr laðbrók tradition, Neither of 
these interpretations Ís in my view acceptable, as I shall continue to demon= 

strate, though ag a student of variation, Í find them attractive; since if 
either af them were accepted, and Laðbrókar were understood to refer to Ragnarr 

laðbrk, the two expressions svarðnerðlingsr end synir Loðbróker would provide 
= nest chlastic exemple in Old Noree of whet Cempbell in the Old English can= 
text called ‘compound word „., perallaled by a two-word phrase? (see p, 5, 

ehnve); svarSmer$- would be parelleled hy Luðhrákar, and -lingar by synir. 

My cum interpretation of svarðmerðlingar is influenced partly by that af 
Meissner, who took the -Lingr suffix es meaning 'aseoclsted with', ‘bearing’, 
rether than as a diminutive meaning ‘child of’, and derived the second element 

not from myrðr, m, ('marten'), but from merð, f. (fa trap for catching fish in 
rivers or streems')24 Z would not follow Melasner, however, in reading the 
first element as sverð, n, ('suard') in order to obtain the meaning "sward= 
trap (i.e, shield) bemrers', 'uerriora'; this interpretation again shaws toa 

tmueh relience on the Ragnarr lodtrfk tradition, in which Regnerr's aons ers, of 
course, presented as distinguished werriora, I would stick ta Olsen's deri= 

vetion of sverð- from gvor$r, m., although, following 'the little kBlda! of 
the eecond half af the thirteenth century, 3 I would stress the meaning 

‘hair of the head" for this word more than Oleen did. I would thus take svarð= 

mers, f.,as meaning 'hair-trgp', ‘headedress! (cf. the Irish word cfochbheart, 
"breast-percel', for 'bragsiðref), and svæðmerðlingar, m. pl., as meaning 
‘headedreas wearers’, Further than thet Í shall not go for the moment, as Í 

would not wish to make the mistake of assuming, under the influence af the 
Regnerr loðbrók tradition, thet the heed-dresses in question were helmeta, end 

their weerers consequently werriora, 

As for the last word of the pessege quoted, the eorrect reading ie, I suggest, 

not Lodhrfker but Loðbrákus in the menuscript, the k in thie word is followed, 
net by the interlinser = thet would be expected 1P sar were the correct ending, 

but by interlinear y, which would suggest au ending, Instead of Loðbróker , 

then, genitive singular of a strong feminine noun Loðbrók, we have LoShraku, 
genitive singular af a weak feminine noun LoShréka, Since bréka is Listed 
in the þulur as a heiti for kona ('women'), the name Laðlráka may be regarded 

as a variant of the gaddess-name “Lobkona that seems to. pnderlie the Swedish 
place-name Locknevi (<Laþkanuvé), as arqued by Sahlgren?” end others, In the 
pessage under discussion, the LoSbréka referred to is, I would argue, a women 
nemed after and serving the goddesa, rather than the goddess herself; end her 

sona, the synir Loðbróku, era heing said to have eet up the trémagr ea part of 
the goddess's cult, Thie interpretation finds support in the seoond helf of 

the strophe, where the trémaðr goes on to say that he was celebrated with human 
sacrifices in the southern pert of Sanse; and, less directly, in the thirteenth 

century Þorvalds þáttr víðrgrls, which, drawing in part on á atrophe surviving 
from the tenth century, tells how in Breiðafjarðardalir, in Western Iceland, a 
son gave assistance in the conduct of pagan worship to his mother, the second 

element af whose name, Friðgerðr,37 ig the name of a goddess closely related, 
if not identical, to Lobkona, 

Aa to the heecetwesee alluded to in the word sverðmerðlirgar, Í would drew 
attention to Olrik's evidence for Leppish cultepractices, influenced by Old 
Norse relitgon, in which mele celebrants oustomarily wore women's heedatreeses?9 

and would tentatively suggest that it is a oustom of thie kind that is being 

referred ta here; For further discussion of the background to the trémate's 
verses I refer to my forthcoming monograph on Ragnars saga. To conclude the 

present discussion, however, where my chief concern is, of course, with 
variation, I would offer svarSmerdlingar ..., synir Loðbróku as an exemple 
of specifying variation, . .
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